UCC Minutes 04/15/21


Members absent: Majed Dabdoub, Corrie Danieley, Matt Ford, Traci Freeman, Kevin Jiang, Amanda Laskowski, Kurt Sander

Liaisons and Visitors present: Allen Cole (Registrar’s Office), Kelsey Haskins (Admissions), Akshatha Kolagi (Undergraduate Academic Affairs), Abdou Ndoye (Provost’s Office), Steven Crites (College of Education)

2. The minutes from 03/25/2021 were approved.

2. Chair report
   - We will handle a few remaining items by an email ballot prior to the end of the semester, otherwise this is the last meeting of the semester.
   - What should we do if any emergency items arise during the summer? UCC members indicated they would be amenable to another email ballot if needed. If anything arises, you will be given several weeks’ notice.
   - Should we handle our meetings in the fall by zoom or face-to-face? Consensus was that zoom would be satisfactory, if we are allowed.

3. Curriculum items:
   Item #7, Department of Teacher Education - Bachelor of Arts Secondary Education, was held for a vote by itself to allow for discussion. It was subsequently approved without discussion.

   All other items were approved without revision or discussion, see below.

4. New business:

5. Other new business

6. Adjournment
Proposals

1. Dean, College of Arts and Science - SCI - 393
2. Department of Physics, Geology, and Engineering Technology - Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technology, B.S.
3. Department of Physics, Geology, and Engineering Technology - GLY - 295
4. Department of Physics, Geology, and Engineering Technology - GLY - 395
5. Department of Political Science, Criminal Justice, and Organizational Leadership - PAD - 628
6. Department of Teacher Education - Alternative Certification in Special Education
7. Department of Teacher Education - Bachelor of Arts Secondary Education
8. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 650
9. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 651
10. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 652
11. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 655
12. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 656
13. Department of Teacher Education - Education - Teacher as Leader, M.A.
14. Department of Teacher Education - Teaching and Leading, Ed.S.
15. Department of Teacher Education - Teaching, M.A.T.
16. School of the Arts - Theatre & Dance - DAN - 230
17. School of the Arts - Theatre & Dance - DAN - 396
18. School of the Arts - Theatre & Dance - DAN - 425
19. School of the Arts - Theatre & Dance - DAN – 496